Read Native
An initiative of the American Indian Library Association

- True Crime by a Native author
- Legislation by or about Native Americans
- An article from a tribal newspaper
- Comic/Graphic novel by Native author
- Fiction book by a Native author
- SyFy/Fantasy by a Native author
- Book by a Native author from your tribe
- Biography of a Native American
- Debut novel from a Native author
- Food book/Cookbook from Native author
- Book of poetry by a Native author
- Book that takes place on a reservation
- Mystery book by a Native author
- Horror book by a Native author
- Book/class about a Native language
- Book about a Native urban experience
- Young Adult book by a Native author
- Book about a Native holiday/tradition
- Book about Native art/artists
- Book about Native relocation
- Book by Native author outside of USA
- Book by LGBTQ+ Native author
- Book about a Native historical site
- Youth award winner/nominee (see list)
- Video with Native American storytelling
- Book about a Native American scientist